
Chapter 

Directors Message

Spring has sprung, the blossoms are out and the motorcycles are 

coming out of their winter sleep. Yes, fellow members we will be 

(many of you already are) riding soon. Now is the time to start 

making plans for rides and outings in our great province.

There will be plenty of riding opportunities this year as our ride 

committee has come up with some interesting rides and places to 

visit. The district will also be introducing some interesting rides this 

year to take place during this year's originally planned rally dates. I 

hope you all get a chance to take advantage of these planned 

occasions.

With the covid-19 vaccination program rolling out we soon will be 

able to gather. It will be nice to get together in person rather than by 

zoom. Speaking of which we will be maintain the zoom meeting 

schedule and following the Government guidelines until we can 

relax rules once we have all been vaccinated.

Easter is a time of renewal and we all deserve a fresh start. This 

pandemic has had us all facing restrictions                                             

& isolation in a very personal way. This season                                         

can see the "Sun" again and that being said                                               

let's all try to enjoy the new freedoms heading                                        

our way. Seeing you all soon…

Karin Young

Chapter C Director 
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District Directors Message
Dear Fellow Wingers,

Our rally may not take place in 2021, however "This Year", we have some new and exciting riding to look forward to. 

Your district has been in the midst of planning for 2021 and we will be putting these events and rides on using the tools 

available to us if the Pandemic still exists amongst us. 

Our province has some of the most scenic highways and byways. I am always in awe of the majesty of our province, the 

wildlife that abounds, especially the sheep herds in Kamloops and Spences Bridge, the micro climates, the elevations 

and the history!  Riding in this province is a privilege and I trust we will all take advantage of it this year. Many chapters 

in our district have specialty rides planned this year as well. Please take the opportunity to ride with them as well if you 

can.

There will be a few changes coming up to the district team roster. I will keep all apprised as to the changes when they 

officially occur. I am looking for volunteers to work with us on the district team. I will advertise the positions available in 

the May newsletter. Our newsletter editor has taken a break so there will not be a district newsletter for April.

Spring is here and riding season will be upon us soon. I would like to see all out riding and having a good time. When I 

see that I will know I have done a good job!

GWRRA Canada has a new web site. Check it out at: https://gwrra-canada.ca/ . The website will serve as a portal to the 

districts and from there to the chapters. It already has links to the major programs within GWRRA. Items of national 

interest such as rallies and large events, will be listed on the calendar, supported through links on the calendar to the 

various web pages for those events. It will also serve as the platform for our new national recruitment program…stay 

tuned for that one as well. The recruitment page on the website is being beta tested now. I will be up and running in 

April.

We all need to continue to stay in touch via zoom or allowed meetings. Karin & I have attended many Chapter zoom 

calls and it’s good to see you all. I encourage you all to stay connected and participate wherever, whenever you can. 

Your organization needs you and your support as much as you need ours.

Thank you for being members of GWRRA; your membership and participation is what makes GWRRA the finest 

international riding association in North America.  

Until I see you all again, Be safe – Ride safe.

Respectfully

Kevin Bramhoff

District Director – District N.W.C "The Great North West Coast" 



Birthdays                        Anniversaries

Events

April

1 Linda Zervini

26 Toby Sandwell

29 Dave Schile

Don Reitsma

More Riding and Social Stuff

Retired Riders
Impromptu rides

Organized by 

Don Reitsma

d_m_reitsma_moon@shaw.ca

Ken’s Koffee
Come down & talk 

bikes or whatever

2nd Thursday 10 am

McDonalds on Luckakuck

April

6 Kevan & Robyn

16    Doug & Brenda

23 Mark & Linda

April

2 Good Friday

4 Easter Sunday

20    Zoom Call 7:00pm 

50/50 was won by 

Nobody!



If you pay attention to the newsletter details, you may 

notice that I put a motorcycle pic on the front page of 

every issue. In the past I have gone through my own 

photos to find a picture of a members bike that I have 

taken over the years. I have pretty much exhausted my 

options and I am really hoping that you members may 

have some beauty shots of your own bikes that you 

might want to share with the world. Lately I have had to 

scour the internet for pics, but they aren’t our bikes and 

wouldn’t you just love to be on the cover!! OK, it’s not 

the Rolling Stones but hey, you’d be famous anyway!

What I am looking for are clean shots with simple 

backgrounds so as not to distract from the bike. The bike 

should be clean and shiny and clear enough that I would 

be able to just use a part of the bike and blow it up to fill 

the space. Like a very shiny engine or cowling.  No 

people in the photos please. If  you need time to get the 

perfect shot set up, that’s OK, this is an ongoing thing 

and you can send them to me anytime. 

Thanking you all in advance because I know that you 

won’t disappoint me.

Gwrrabcc.editor@gmail.com

Product Review

I put on my summer mesh riding gloves the 

other day only to discover that the one thumb 

is starting to wear through at the tip. It doesn’t 

always pay to have longer nails as they create 

distinct wear points. Needless to say, it is time

to order another pair in time for our warmer 

weather riding season.

Kevan and I have both worn the Tourmaster Air 

Flow brand of glove and find them to be a good

quality product that doesn’t completely drain  

the bank account. They seem to wear well, (this 

pair has lasted me around 5 years), the colour 

doesn’t bleed onto your hands nearly as easily 

as some other brands and the Velcro stands up 

to repeated opening and closing over time. 

These gloves have good air flow while still 

protecting your knuckles and palms. While they 

are available in colours, I find that the lighter 

colours will show the dirt quite quickly while 

the darker colours will hide it well. I throw

these into the washing machine but hang to dry 

and they come out great. Now, the big problem 

is how to get them to Canada without paying 

painful shipping prices. Gotta love that CoVid!!



RIDING WITH STU, BY

STU SEATON
Submitted by Rick MacLeod for our interest

NUTS & BOLTS

A VERY SHORT HISTORY 

Nuts and bolts: The humble little work horses of 

everything that’s put together. Without them, there 

would be no airplanes, cars, flat screen TVs or, worse 

still, motorcycles. Yet when was the last time you 

ever took a close look at them?

As with anything in history, arguments exist on all 

sides regarding when nuts, bolts and threads were 

first invented. Historically, it’s believed that the 

screw, used for centuries to pump water, dates back 

to 400 BC, when Greek scientist, mathematician and 

philosopher Archytas of Tarentum invented the 

screw thread. In Roman times screws were generally 

made out of bronze, either by hand filing the threads 

or by wrapping a wire around a bronze shaft and 

soldering in place. Each piece would be a labour 

intensive process. Experts on the matter, Frederick E 

Graves and Bill Eccles dated the first practical 

invention of bolts and their mating receivers to the 

15th century, when Johannes Gutenberg used them 

in his invention, the printing press. A hand-carved 

bolt and a matching receiver were used but if more 

than one were needed, the thread would not match. 

Which made interchange ability nearly impossible. 

The big challenge that surrounded early nuts and 

bolts was the thread style. Gutenberg’s printing 

press used different nut and bolts, than, say Charlie’s 

flourmill. This became a problem that would take 

decades to sort out. The production fasteners began 

in earnest in 1568, when Jacques Besson of France 

built the first nut and bolt-making machine. Then in 

1641 an English firm, Hindley of York improved the 

Besson design and made it commercially viable. 

Although this was a great advancement, nut and bolt 

production was still a one-off process. It wasn’t until 

1760 that J and W Wayatt patented a method to 

mass produce nuts and bolts in a factory. Even then, 

however, the thread pattern was still unique to 

Wayatt. As a result, the two major producers at the 

time, Hindley of York and J and W Wayatt, were busy 

making fasteners that were in-compatible with each 

other.

Joseph Whitworth, who by all accounts was a pretty 

studious and forward-looking gent, saw what kind of 

havoc a multitude of different fasteners could create 

and he decided to do something about it.

In 1841, Whitworth began collecting thread 

samples from all over the U.K., including those 

from the Hindley and Wayatt plants. After studying 

the various fasteners, Whitworth suggested that 

the industry should adopt a standard thread pitch 

of 55 degrees, with the number of threads per inch 

to be determined by the diameter of the bolt. 

Standardization was thus born and the Whitworth 

thread became a common name, and is still to this 

day.

In America, engineers were addressing the same 

issues and for a time adopted the 55 degree 

Whitworth thread. However, in 1864, toolmaker 

William Sellers found that 60 degree thread angle 

performed better. He therefore suggested that 

threads be cut at 60 degrees and that the rounded 

roots and crests of the Whitworth thread be 

replaced with flat roots and crests which eased the 

manufacturing process. It is Seller’s design that is 

now known as the American National Standard 

Screw threads (Coarse and Fine series).

Believe it or not, thread uniformity remained a 

major thorn in the mechanical world right into the 

Second World War, where the Allied effort faced a 

multitude of different thread designs on foreign 

machinery. That very issue prompted n agreement 

in 1948 by Canada, United States and Britain to 

adopt the Unified Thread standard for all countries 

using imperial measurements. This new design 

combined the thread profile of the DIN metric 

thread (developed in Germany 1919) with the 

rounded root of the Whitworth thread and the flat 

crest of the Sellers thread.

The whole compatibility process took a great deal 

of time and the consensus of many people to solve. 

However, at he end of the day it still left some 

disparity, and today we still use distinct thread 

patterns: the ISO DIN metric profile and the SAE 

profile. But as long as the fasteners are from the 

same root family, nuts from Australia will fit bolts 

from Zimbabwe.

The next time you’re holding a nut and bolt, take a 

moment and have a close look at them. There is a 

huge pile of history sitting in the palm of your 

hand.

MotorCycle Mojo, April 2015

Stu Seaton



Kevin's Musings
So, as I was doing last month, I was musing about 

the ride season for 2021 and the plans we are 

making with a special emphasis on riding here in BC. 

Here is another bunch of "Hidden Gems" we have 

discovered while traveling all across this visited 

them and some of you may not…this little article will 

serve as a reminder for some and enlightenment for 

others.

Let me start by saying that the establishments listed 

here are in my opinion worth stopping and visiting, 

you of course may feel differently or some of you 

may want to give them a try, your choice. I am 

leaving live links so you can check these places out 

on the web while reading the newsletter. 

They are listed in no particular order; however, 

each location is on routes common to us all:

Junctions Coffee 

House, Cache Creek BC –

Found this place when in real 

need of a coffee. Darren Breeds 

and Jennifer Buis run this great 

coffee stop in Cache Creek. 

I was pleasantly 

surprised…GREAT COFFEE!

Junctions is keeping things simple for now, offering a full range 

of hot and cold coffee and tea drinks and a few home-baked 

goods such as banana and lemon bread, brownies, muffins, and 

old-fashioned oatmeal cookies that they can’t bake enough of.

Darren greeted me with enthusiasm and the service was 

excellent. They also have a very large parking lot next door to 

them to the east, enough parking for any size group. "Junctions 

Coffee House is open seven days a week to cater to people’s 

caffeine needs". 

Located at the Junction between Hwy 1 & Hwy 97 at: 1153-A 

TransCanada Hwy Cache Creek BC – 250 318 1246

Give them a try, if you NEED coffee you'll be impressed. 

https://www.facebook.com/Junctions-Coffee-House-810448895820824/



Yes, it looks like this!

In Cache Creek…Looking for lunch? If you are on your 

way to Kamloops or Prince George coming from the 

Fraser Canyon or Across from Kamloops heading west, 

this is "The Place" to stop!

Known affectionately as "Hungry Herbies" by 

the locals, it's got to be the best "old time" burger in BC! 

I mean it, they even make their own fries from scratch. If 

you are a light eater, share one, really! 

1301 Cariboo HWY 97 Cache Creek, BC, Canada V0K 

1H0

Great place to stop especially if you are heading 

further north. (250) 457-6644

Plenty of seating indoors and out. Give it a try. Good 

food fast in a clean and friendly environment. 

Hungry Herbies has been THE place to stop in Cache 

Creek for hand-made burgers, fries, chicken and ice 

cream since 1957. Come visit the home of the 

famous MONSTER Burger. 



We stopped here for breakfast last year riding home 

from 100 Mile House after the "Rally Draw". We sat 

outdoors, Karin, myself and Rick MacLeod, and 

thoroughly enjoyed the food and the service.

Cariboo Lodge Resort in Clinton, British 

Columbia is a rustic and classic log hotel, located at the 

base of the scenic Limestone Marble Range. With an on-

site restaurant and pub serving homemade comfort food, 

you can enjoy a calm and relaxing stay, surrounded by the 

natural beauty of British Columbia.Located at: 

1414 Cariboo Highway (hwy 97)

Clinton, BC, Canada V0K 1K0

If you are heading north or south on Hwy. 97 this is a great place to stop in Clinton BC, perhaps even stay the 

night.

https://www.cariboolodgebc.com/ 1-877-459-7992 to 

make a reservation now Cariboo Lodge Resort



We have all ridden between Cache Creek BC and 

Kamloops…you know little town we just zip past 

on the Hwy before the mountain crossing, along 

Kamloops Lake, yep, Savona, its worth a stop 

if you need a rest. 

It has a couple of great picnic areas for a lunch 

stop or just a rest.

Savona is a small community located at the west 

end of Kamloops Lake, where the Thompson River 

exits it. It is approximately halfway between 

Kamloops and Cache Creek along the Trans-

Canada Highway.

As you can see there are great views of the 

lake as well as plenty of room for a good 

number of picnickers. 

Lake shore Park. Another good stop is the community 

park further in town. It has a picnic area and a great beach which 

might come in handy when it's a little hot up there. 



Lakeside Country Inn is a 

charming lakeside Inn and Bed & Breakfast on 

Kamloops Lake in Savona, half an hour from 

downtown Kamloops. Enjoy lakeview rooms 

with private balconies, kitchen suites, a 

private beach, shaded lawns, flower gardens, 

cable TV, and complimentary wireless high-

speed internet access. Choose from lakeview 

rooms with a queen bed or two twin beds or 

larger kitchen suites. Breakfast in the glass 

enclosed Garden Cafe is a delightful way to 

start your day during the summer. 

7001 Savona Access Road P.O. Box 

260Savona BC V0K 2J0Phone: 250-373-

2528Fax: 250-373-2432Toll Free: 1-800-909-

7434 info@lakesidecountryinn.com

Welcome to Kelly's Kaboose - The Railway Store.

6648 Savona Access Road, Savona, B.C. just 20 minutes 

west of Kamloops on Highway #1

Our mission is to promote our passion...the hobby of model 

railroading.

Yes, it says "Antiques" on the sign, and they do have some, 

however it is primarily focused on Model Railroading. If 

you want history of the region or the CPR / CNR this is the 

place. Part time Historian and story teller, Kelly is a very 

interesting person. It is a great place to visit and I even 

found a travel mug I liked!

Who would have thought there was this much in the little 

town…wait there's more? Until next month.

So, what else is in Savona? This little gem.

Until I see you all again Be safe – Ride safe - Kevin Bramhoff - GWRRA Chapter BC-C





Editors  Notes

I’ll bet you are all chomping at the bit to get onto 

B.C.’s roads on two wheels. What else are you going 

to do? I’ll also bet that when you get out to ride you 

will be stopping for breaks and food. Kevan 

Bramhoff has been enticing our taste buds over the 

last few months with lots of options to quench your 

thirst, taste buds and give you a pleasant rest during 

your stops. Make sure to check out some of these

“hidden gems” or find some of your own. I would

love to hear about your rides, your lunch stops, or

potty breaks.

There are washrooms out there that we should be

warned about. I don’t want to be negative about any 

of the writings but sometimes us gals would really 

like to know if these restrooms are habitable for the 

gentler female types.

Some parking lots are downright dangerous for

motorcycles with their extensive pothole collections,

loose gravel and the like. Knowing about these

locations will save you time and frustration 

especially when doing a group ride and suddenly 

there are 8 bikes that are all trying to maneuver 

through a parking lot like it was a land mine 

collection site. 

Maybe you stopped briefly at a picturesque site 

along a river or lake, it was beautiful and you want 

to share it with your fellow riders. Maybe it was a

great cup of coffee, exceptional service, outstanding 

food, yummy desserts or super friendly and helpful 

staff. We need to hear about it. All of these places 

are suffering and can use any kind of shout out to 

help. The little one offs have been especially hard hit 

and could use some free advertising right about

now.

Lets step away from the food thing for a bit (but not 

too long cause we get hungry fast) and talk about 

bike servicing, parts, motorcycle gear, camping and

cargo trailers, tires. If you have something to say, 

then say it. We need to hear it.

Hotel rooms are also something that we can share 

with each other. We are always looking for hotel 

rooms that are affordable, clean, and have safe 

parking for motorcycles. Do they have group rates, a 

good cancellation policy, in room coffee, on site 

restaurant?

I really really really need some interesting content

for this publication. And I really really really depend 

on you all to help supply some of it.  This may sound 

old but this is your newsletter. Invest in it! Once 

again, it doesn’t have to be a novel. I also accept 

short stories, paragraphs, even 

sentences……anything…….please. 

Robyn MacRae   gwrrabcc.editor@gmail.com


